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RosPlough is automatic GPS control of  a hydraulic variable plow. Operation and setup takes 
place through an ISOBUS terminal. 
Using RosPlough you are able to plow even.  RosPlough can be used in both straight and curved 
lines (when gps positioning supports crosstrack over ISOBUS)
The RosPlough system adjust the width of the plough by controlling a hydraulic valve, receiving  
gps positions over ISOBUS.   

It is optional to use the auto-steering of the tractor at the same time that the RosPlough system 
is active.
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Components 4

Kit for tractor with factory fitted ISOBUS, 
receiving Positioning data over ISOBUS

+

+

Kit for tractor without factory fitted ISOBUS, 
receiving Positioning data over ISOBUS
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With ISOBUS



Mounting overview 6



Place the ISOBUS controller where 
it is most protected

Mount bracket of the angle sensor so as to 
create the widest possible range of the sensor. 
(Mounting angle sensor side 9)

Pull the wire through the headstock. 
Follow hoses or similar to sensor.

RosPlough mountning: 7



Connect hoses from valve to tractor

Fit valve on plough. 
Mount valve-plugs from ISOBUS controller. 
Connect hydraulic hoses from variable 
width to valve

RosPlough mountning: 8



The angle sensor's center point is as shown on these pictures. (flat side on sensor 
pointing directly to connector side or directly opposite)
The plough must therefore be in the miter position when the sensor arm
facing the connector or opposite.

Note: The sensors work area is approximately 45 degrees to both sides.

Mounting angle sensor 9



Examples angle sensor 10



Red = 
RosPlough Off

Icon descriptions:

Green = 
RosPlough active

Yellow = Plough lifted
RosPlough ready to plough
(flashing)

Change A-B directionWider plough smaler plough

RTK Float RTK No crosstrack (No RTK)

Desided Plough width / 
Actual plough width

Lift hight where
sensor will
disengage
RosPlough and 
change direction

Settings

Home button

B-A direction A-B direction
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Wanted center (target) working widths (Cm)

Wanted minimum working widths (Cm)

Lift hight that disengage RosPlough/Current lift position

Deviation from line where the plow does not adjust (Cm)

Wanted maximun working widths (Cm)

Icon descriptions: 12



Current sensor value

Calibration value for max plough width and angle sensor

Calibration value for center plough width and angle sensor 

Calibration value for min plow width and angle sensor

With or without ISOBUS

Icon descriptions: 13



When working:
Set oil-flow in circulation. Adjust the oil
so the plough works very calmly. Often 5-15 % oil-flow.

Use and                to push plough manually.

Oli-flow: 14



Navigate to menu by pressing               and         

1: Push plough to Min plough width and measure width in cm.
Enter width for Min when plough physically in position.

2: Push plough to Center plough width and measure width in cm.
Enter width for Center when plough physically in position 

3: Push plough to Max plough width and measure width in cm.
Enter width for Max when plough physically in position

Use – and + to 
push plough

Press                when finish.

NOTE : Calibration must be done if the sensor is changed

Measure plough / Sensor Cal : 15



Navigate to menu by pressing           

1: Choose Dead band. Deviation in centimeters on plough
Normally set between 2-5 cm.

2: Set Auto pos. Often set to 50. 
The disengage position is shown 
in the main screen with an arrow.
Second column is current lift position.

3: Select plough Min reg. width in cm. Always 5 cm larger 
then Min plough width. (To avoid overpressure)

4: Select plough Target width in cm.

5: Select plough Max reg. width in cm. Always 5 cm smaller 
then Max plough width. (To avoid overpressure)

Settings: 16



Checking the effective work width of the plough.
- Take some swath´s with the plough so there is a stable furrow to                                  
measure from. Do this without RosPlough active.      
- Measure. 5 x the theoretical min. working width from furrow vertical edge and 
set a mark. A
Drive 5 swath´s with the plow on MIN without RosPlough active, measured again 
from vertical edge to the mark. Subtract the two measurements.
By dividing with 5 the effective working width is found.
- Compare the effective working width with the entered value
If effective working width not the same as entered value, change it when plough 
physically in Min. position.
Repeat the above with Center and Max.
This is done 2 to 3 times to ensure best results.

Effective work width 17



How to start up A-B or B-A:

1: Place the right 
wheel in furrow

2: Select line on GPS.
Make sure that drive 
direction is from A-B

3: Select A-B 
on RosPlough. 

Use Change 
Button to 
switch A-B 

GPS

18



1: Place the Left 
wheel in furrow

2: Select line on GPS.
Make sure that drive 
direction is from B-A

3: Select B-A 
on RosPlough. 

Use Change 
Button to 
switch A-B 

How to start up A-B or B-A: 19



RosPlough active

Plough lifted
– RosPlough ready to plough

RosPlough Off

20
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Without ISOBUS
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Kit for tractor without factory fitted ISOBUS, 
receiving Positioning data over ISOBUS
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Place the ISOBUS controller where 
it is most protected

Mount bracket of the angle sensor so as to 
create the widest possible range of the sensor.
(Mounting angle sensor page 27)

Pull the wire through the headstock. 
Follow hoses or similar to sensor.

RosPlough mountning: 24



Fit valve on plough. 
Mount valve-plugs from ISOBUS controller. 
Connect hydraulic hoses from variable 
width to valve

RosPlough mountning: 25

Mount Cutout switch where it will be triggered
as the plough is lifted
Note: 7-pin Iso plug is not be used when using
Cutout switch

Choose  finger switch Or 7-pin Iso plug
for cutout signal to RosPlough 
(ONLY one is used)



Connect hoses from valve to tractor

Mount 7-pin Iso plug in cab
Note: Cutout switch should not be used

RosPlough mountning: 26



The angle sensor's center point is as shown on these pictures. (flat side on sensor 
pointing directly to connector side or directly opposite)
The plough must therefore be in the miter position when the sensor arm
facing the connector or opposite.

Note: The sensors work area is approximately 45 degrees to both sides.

Mounting angle sensor 27
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Red = 
RosPlough Off

Icon descriptions:

Green = 
RosPlough active

Yellow = Plough lifted
RosPlough ready to plough
(flashing)

Change A-B directionWider plough smaler plough

RTK Float RTK No crosstrack (No RTK)

Desided Plough width / 
Actual plough width

Lift hight where
sensor will
disengage
RosPlough and 
change direction

Settings

Home button

B-A direction A-B direction
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Wanted center (target) working widths (Cm)

Wanted minimum working widths (Cm)

Lift hight that disengage RosPlough/Current lift position

Deviation from line where the plow does not adjust (Cm)

Wanted maximun working widths (Cm)

Icon descriptions: 30



Current sensor value

Calibration value for max plough width and angle sensor

Calibration value for center plough width and angle sensor 

Calibration value for min plow width and angle sensor

With or without ISOBUS

Icon descriptions: 31



When working:
Set oil-flow in circulation. Adjust the oil
so the plough works very calmly. Often 5-15 % oil-flow.

Use and                to push plough manually.

Oli-flow: 32



Navigate to menu by pressing               and         

1: Push plough to Min plough width and measure width in cm.
Enter width for Min when plough physically in position.

2: Push plough to Center plough width and measure width in cm.
Enter width for Center when plough physically in position 

3: Push plough to Max plough width and measure width in cm.
Enter width for Max when plough physically in position

Use – and + to 
push plough

Press                when finish.

NOTE : Calibration must be done if the sensor is changed

Measure plough / Sensor Cal : 33
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Navigate to menu by pressing           

1: Choose Dead band. Deviation in centimeters on plough
Normally set between 2-5 cm.

2: Set Auto pos. Often set to 50. 
The disengage position is shown 
in the main screen with an arrow.
Second column is current lift position.

3: Select plough Min reg. width in cm. Always 5 cm larger 
then Min plough width. (To avoid overpressure)

4: Select plough Target width in cm.

5: Select plough Max reg. width in cm. Always 5 cm smaller 
then Max plough width. (To avoid overpressure)

Settings: 34



Checking the effective work width of the plough.
- Take some swath´s with the plough so there is a stable furrow to                                  
measure from. Do this without RosPlough active.      
- Measure. 5 x the theoretical min. working width from furrow vertical edge and 
set a mark. A
Drive 5 swath´s with the plow on MIN without RosPlough active, measured again 
from vertical edge to the mark. Subtract the two measurements.
By dividing with 5 the effective working width is found.
- Compare the effective working width with the entered value
If effective working width not the same as entered value, change it when plough 
physically in Min. position.
Repeat the above with Center and Max.
This is done 2 to 3 times to ensure best results.

Effective work width 35



How to start up A-B or B-A:

1: Place the right 
wheel in furrow

2: Select line on GPS.
Make sure that drive 
direction is from A-B

3: Select A-B 
on RosPlough. 

Use Change 
Button to 
switch A-B 

GPS

36



1: Place the Left 
wheel in furrow

2: Select line on GPS.
Make sure that drive 
direction is from B-A

3: Select B-A 
on RosPlough. 

Use Change 
Button to 
switch A-B 

How to start up A-B or B-A: 37



RosPlough active

Plough lifted
– RosPlough ready to plough

RosPlough Off
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